VISUAL ELEMENTS WORKSHEET

When you look at an artwork you can ask yourself the following questions to help you understand how the artist has used the visual elements to compose the work:

LINE

Does the artist use line to suggest movement, create interesting shapes or a certain mood?
What kind of lines are used: vertical, horizontal, curved, diagonal or zigzag; freehand or mechanical; controlled or scribbled; thick or thin; continuous or broken?

SHAPE

Does the artist use shape to create a sense of order, space, rhythm or pattern?
What kind of shapes are used: flat (2-dimensional) or solid (3-dimensional); geometric or organic; abstract or representational; positive or negative; transparent or opaque?

TONE

Does the artist use tone to create a dramatic atmosphere, the illusion of solidity or a sense of distance and depth?
What kind of tones are used: dark or light; strong or weak; harmonic or contrasting; dramatic or muted?

COLOR

Does the artist use color to create a mood, suggest distance or depth or create a pattern across the work?
What kind of colors are used: primary, secondary, tertiary or complementary; bright or dull; warm or cool; noisy or calm?

PATTERN

Does the artist create pattern by repeating lines, shapes, tones, colours, etc. across the work?
What kind of patterns are used: natural or man-made; regular or irregular; symmetrical or asymmetrical; functional or decorative?

TEXTURE

Does the artist create the optical illusion of texture by realistic painting or tactile texture with expressive brushstrokes or collage techniques?
What kind of textures are used: soft, smooth, silky, flat, fluid, smeared, coarse, jagged, bumpy, crinkled or crusty?

FORM

Does the artist create the illusion of form in 2-dimensions or real form in 3-dimensions?
What kind of form is used: natural or man-made; representational or abstract; organic or geometric; functional or decorative; solid or transparent, sculpted, moulded, constructed, carved or cast?
VISUAL ELEMENTS WORD BANK

This word bank is a list of appropriate words associated with the visual elements that has been compiled to help you express your ideas when writing a critical evaluation of any artwork.
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